The effect of Ramadan fasting on spatial attention through emotional stimuli
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Abstract: Fasting can influence psychological and mental states. In the current study, the effect of periodical fasting on the process of emotion through gazed facial expression as a realistic multisource of social information was investigated for the first time. The dynamic cue-target task was applied via behavior and event-related potential measurements for 40 participants to reveal the temporal and spatial brain activities – before, during, and after fasting periods. The significance of fasting included several effects. The amplitude of the N1 component decreased over the centroparietal scalp during fasting. Furthermore, the reaction time during the fasting period decreased. The self-measurement of deficit arousal as well as the mood increased during the fasting period. There was a significant contralateral alteration of P1 over occipital area for the happy facial expression stimuli. The significant effect of gazed expression and its interaction with the emotional stimuli was indicated by the amplitude of N1. Furthermore, the findings of the study approved the validity effect as a congruency between gaze and target position, as indicated by the increment of P3 amplitude over centroparietal area as well as slower reaction time from behavioral response data during incongruency or invalid condition between gaze and target position compared with those during valid condition. Results of this study proved that attention to facial expression stimuli as a kind of communicative social signal was affected by fasting. Also, fasting improved the mood of practitioners. Moreover, findings from the behavioral and event-related potential data analyses indicated that the neural dynamics of facial emotion are processed faster than that of gazing, as the participants tended to react faster and prefer to relay on the type of facial emotions than to gaze direction while doing the task. Because of happy facial expression stimuli, right hemisphere activation was more than that of the left hemisphere. It indicated the consistency of the emotional lateralization concept rather than the valence concept of emotional processing.
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Introduction

Fasting is a practice where nothing is taken into the digestive system for a certain period of time, and this is practiced by many people globally, either under cultural/traditional or religious contexts. Many people believe that fasting enhances the mental and spiritual alertness of the practitioners. The Islamic community has a special month, named Ramadan, to practice fasting, when they restrain from intake of any food and water from dawn till dusk throughout the month.

Several previous studies have reported that fasting is frequently accompanied by a subjective feeling of well-being and a mood improvement. As a consequence, the mood enhancement contributes to successful social interactions and a longer life span. Previous research declared that a positive mood broadens the scope of spatiotemporal
attention, provides more flexibility, and biases the attention to positive stimuli.4-6

The main aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of periodic Ramadan fasting on attention to dynamic spatial emotion stimuli. To provide for more realistic experiments, we used the gazed facial expression through the dynamic cue-target paradigm.

Social referencing is a spatial term of developmental psychology that explains the role of emotional expression and gazed cue as a powerful nonverbal social signal. This ability in detecting nonverbal social signal was believed to be an ontogenetic process that started from early pregnancy.

The effect of interaction between emotional type and gaze direction still remains unclear. Some previous studies have stated that there were positive interactions between emotional type and gaze direction,7,8 but other studies have stated that they found no interaction between emotional type and gaze direction.9,10 To elucidate the interaction between emotional type and gaze direction, this study evaluates the dynamics of neural activities using event-related potential (ERP) analysis in correlation with behavioral data. Previous research has considered the significant change of attention through behavioral and ERP components when it is involved between fearful and neutral faces associated with the withdrawal-oriented term.11 On the other hand, with the aforementioned findings of the previous studies, the valence theory indicates that positive emotion through the approach-oriented mechanism produces a broadening of spatial attention, thereby recruiting more resources from the left hemisphere.5,12,13

Contrary to the valence theory, the lateralized theory described that all types of emotional stimuli were processed in the right hemisphere only.14-20 Our study was the first among others that focused on happy facial expression in comparison with neutral expression to explore the spatiotemporal aspect of the neural process through ERPs and behavioral results. To provide more realistic emotional signals, the dynamic cue-target method was used as suggestion by Friesen and Kingstone.21

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 40 members (20 males and 20 females with an age range of 26±3.1 years) who were postgraduate students of Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) participated voluntarily in this study. Data collection from three periods – before, during, and after the fasting period of Ramadan – was done for every participant. Some of the participants (one before fasting period, and one during fasting period) did not attend the test. No participants were reported to have neurological and psychiatric illness during the interview prior to experiment, and they were mentally and physically fit to practice the fasting. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All participants had signed the written consent and agreement that had been approved by the research ethics committee of UTM in accordance with the Helsinki protocol, prior to joining the experiment.

Stimulus

Stimuli were taken from the collection of Radboud Faces Database,22 where face images of happy and neutral emotional classes of one man-model (#090-015) were adopted. Each emotional class comprised a straight face, left-gazed face, and right-gazed face. To reduce any confounding variables in ERP analysis, this study took face images from only one model (Figure 1).

Task parameters

To elucidate the effect of fasting on attention, the test and data collection were repeated three times – within 1 month before the Ramadan, within 1 month during the Ramadan, and within 1 month after the Ramadan. To see the effect of periodic fasting, each subject should have spent at least 1 week practicing the islamic Ramadan fasting before the data collection, and for the nonfasting effect, participants should have not fasted at least 1 week before the data collection.

In every period of data collection, each participant performed the experiment in four runs, in which each trial continued for almost 4.4 minutes. Every run included 92 trials, which consisted of 8 repetitions of 8 target trials and 7 repetitions of 4 nontarget trials (catch trials). The dynamic cue target started with a neutral straight face in the middle of the screen for 300 ms. Following the neutral face image, a semifacial expression was presented for 50 ms to onset the gazing and emotional expressions simultaneously. This semifacial image was made using Winmorph 3.0.1 (WinMorph, Sibiu, Romania) and Adobe Photoshop 5.5 (Adobe, Mountain View, CA, USA).23

Four digitized gray-scale photographs were used in this section. These images constituted the factorial combination of facial expression (happy and neutral) and gazed direction (left and right). To generate realistic changes in emotional expression, the happy facial expressions of intermediate intensity were created by utilizing the morphing methods outlined by LaBar et al23 using Winmorph 3.0.1 software. The morphs depicting 55% happy and 45% neutral expressions were created with the left and right gaze. Furthermore, they were utilized to create a more naturalistic apparent motion effect.
After semifacial face presentation, fully emotional or neutral face with eye-gaze direction was presented for 50 ms, followed by target presentation in the left or right side of visual field for 100 ms with the same face image. Participants were asked to press certain buttons within 1,000 ms after the target onset. The task was to discriminate between two targets – vertical-rectangular and horizontal-rectangular. There was time interval of fixation point in the range of 500–1,000 ms between trials.

In this experiment, we used the terms “valid” and “invalid” for indicating the congruency between target and eye-gaze direction, where valid trial meant target appeared in the same direction as eye-gaze and invalid trial meant target appeared in the opposite direction of eye-gaze. The target was presented with a vertical visual angle of 2.15° above the center of display, and a horizontal visual angle of 7.45° to the right or left of the center of the display. Facial images were displayed at the center of the display with a horizontal visual angle of 6.5° and a vertical visual angle of 8.7°.

The vertical- or horizontal-rectangular targets, which were applied in the left or right side, were placed at the same rate. The targets were subtended 1.1°×1.6° of the visual angle. Furthermore, the cue stimuli were applied randomly as leftward gaze versus rightward gaze and happy versus neutral expression at the same rate. In each run, about one-third of the trials presented as nontarget trial (catch trial) tasks to eliminate the effects of brain activity during the cue processing.24

Behavioral data
The mood and deficit arousal manipulation were evaluated in this study by distributing a questionnaire, which was developed by Becker and Leinenger.25 The questionnaire consisted of four questions for measuring tiredness, tension, happiness, and pleasantness level. Deficit arousal was the average of tiredness and tension level. Also, the mood level was the average of happiness and pleasantness level.

The results were analyzed by repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using SPSS version 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). In addition, reaction time (RT) was analyzed by repeated measures ANOVA within four factors: (fasting, not-fasting) × (facial emotion: happy, neutral) × (validity: valid trial, invalid trial) × (cue gaze: left gazed, right gazed).

Event-related potential
The data acquisition was carried out with an electroencephalograph (EEG-9100 nihone kohden, Nihone Kohden, Nakano, Tokyo) with a 19-channel standard electrode cap with Ag/AgCl electrodes that combined with two bipolar electrodes. Throughout the data collection, all the electrodes’ impedance was kept constant, and below 5 kΩ for all scalp electrodes and below 10 kΩ for the electrooculograph (EOG). The EOG for each electrode was digitized at 1,000 Hz and analyzed with Eeglab version 13.4.4b and Erplab version 4.0.3.1. The target trials were categorized into eight bins: 2 cue emotions × 2 cue gazed × 2 target position. Also, the catch trials were divided into four bins: 2 cue emotions × 2 cue gazed.
The original brain waves were filtered using band-passed filter (0.01–45 Hz) and epoched in the range of ~200 to 800 ms based on target onset, where data of ~200 to 0 ms were set as baseline. Manual eye inspection with automatic rejection for amplitude exceeding 50 μV was applied to the epoched data, which rejected about 6% of the total data.

The epoched data after artifact rejection were considered to be clean data for further analyses. Based on a previous study, we focused our analyses on three components of ERP – P1 (115–145 ms), N1 (175–205 ms), and P3 (300–350 ms). Data from these three ERP components were then analyzed by repeated measures ANOVA within four factors – (fasting, not-fasting) × (facial emotion: happy, neutral) × (validity: valid, invalid) × (gazing: left, right) – in order to reveal the effect of experimental variables.

Results

To elucidate the effects of fasting, two comparisons were conducted – before fasting versus during fasting, and after fasting versus during fasting. As explained earlier, before fasting data were those that were taken before the month of Ramadan, during fasting data were those that were taken in the month of Ramadan, and after fasting data were those that were taken after the month of Ramadan. From here on, we designated before fasting versus during fasting as step 1 and after fasting versus during fasting as step 2.

Step 1 comprised data from 38 participants to be evaluated and compared, whereas step 2 comprised data from 39 participants.

Based on the mood analysis and deficit arousal self-reporting, the findings of the study indicated that the deficit arousal has two subcomponents, which are tiredness and tension. For those two subcomponents, only subcomponent of tiredness was increased under the fasting condition in both the steps (Table 1). The results suggested that the increment of deficit arousal was attributed to the increase of tiredness during the fasting period.

The level of mood was taken as the mean of happiness and pleasantness level. Furthermore, the result also indicated that happiness and pleasantness were increased during fasting, compared with either before or after fasting. In addition, repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the amount of mood level was significantly increased during fasting compared with that before and after fasting.

Reactivity time

A four-way repeated measures ANOVA through 2×2×2×2 factors – (fasting, not-fasting) × (facial emotion: happy, neutral) × (validity: valid, invalid) × (gazing: left, right) – reported the main significant effects on fasting, emotion, validity, and gaze variables in both steps, respectively (Table 2). Hence, the results of the dynamic emotional test indicated that the fasting RT was significantly slower than that in the nonfasting period. In addition, the mean RT, which included happy facial image stimuli, was significantly faster than that of trials that included neutral facial image stimuli.

Regarding the validity effect, the results of the study demonstrated that the validity effect was more significant and faster in a valid condition. Another significant effect that could be analyzed in this study was related to the gazed cue. The result indicated that left-gazed cue trial had faster RT compared with that of the right-gazed cue. In this study, we found that target position had no significant effect in both step 1 and step 2.

Four definitions – difference of reaction time (dRT), difference of emotional reaction time (dERT), difference of deficit arousal (dDA), and difference of mood factor (dDM) – were introduced in this study. These four definitions represented the differences of related parameters between the fasting and nonfasting conditions.

Table 1 Effect of fasting on self-measurement components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-measurement subcomponents</th>
<th>Step 1: comparison between before fasting and during fasting for 38 persons</th>
<th>Step 2: comparison between during fasting and after fasting for 39 persons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before fasting (mean level)</td>
<td>During fasting (mean level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A) Deficit arousal</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A1) Tiredness</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A2) Tension</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Mood</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>6.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B1) Happiness</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B2) Pleasantness</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: sig, significant; F, F-test of repeated measures ANOVA; ANOVA, analysis of variance.
The correlation between dRT and dDA can be identified using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman’s $\rho$) and Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient (Pearson’s $r$). The result of the correlation between dRT and dDA showed significant correlation as follows: (step 1: Spearman’s $\rho$: $[r=0.725, P<0.01]$; Pearson’s $r$: $[r=0.946, P<0.01]$; step-2: Spearman’s $\rho$: $[r=0.886, P<0.01]$; Pearson’s $r$: $[r=0.978, P<0.01]$). The result also specified that dDM and dERT were significantly correlated in both steps through both methods: (step 1: Spearman’s $\rho$: $[r=0.820, P<0.01]$; Pearson’s $r$: $[r=0.899, P<0.01]$; step 2: Spearman’s $\rho$: $[r=0.875, P<0.01]$; Pearson’s $r$: $[r=0.970, P<0.01]$).

### Event-related potential

EEG data of doing experimental task before, during, and after Ramadan were analyzed for ERP analysis, where the onset of target appearance was set as the onset of ERP analysis.

By referring to previous research,9,11 we focused on the first three important ERP components, which were P1 (115–145 ms), N1 (175–205 ms), and P3 (300–350 ms). Based on the result, P1 was activated more over parieto-occipital electrodes (O1 and O2), whereas N1 and P3 were activated more over centroparietal electrodes (Cz and Pz) (Figure 2).

The ERP analyses on the factors of fasting (fasting, nonfasting), emotional cue (neutral, happy), gaze direction (left, right), and validity (valid, invalid) were conducted by the repeated measures ANOVA in the step 1 (before fasting, during fasting) and step 2 (during fasting, after fasting).

For the effect of emotional cue in brain activity, P1 showed greater amplitude for happy-image stimuli compared with that for neutral image stimuli. The position of target affected the P1-amplitude contralateral; P1-amplitude was greater when the target appeared at the contralateral visual view. P1-amplitude at O1 was greater when the target was on the right-visual view rather than on the left-visual view, whereas at O2, the reverse was true (Figure 3). (O1: step-1: $F_{1,37} = 50.07, P<0.01$; step-2: $F_{1,38} = 68.59, P<0.01$; O2: step-1: $F_{1,37} = 113.45, P<0.01$; step-2: $F_{1,38} = 176.65, P<0.01$).

For the effect of the fasting and nonfasting factors in brain activity, N1 showed greater amplitude for the fasting period compared with that for the nonfasting period. This effect happened significantly over Cz and Pz electrodes in both steps (Figure 4). (Cz: step-1: $F_{1,37} = 36.324, P<0.01$; step-2: $F_{1,38} = 50.98, P<0.01$; Pz: step-1: $F_{1,37} = 68.26, P<0.01$; step-2: $F_{1,38} = 88.44, P<0.01$).

For the gaze cue effect, the N1-amplitude exposed greater significant value for rightward gazing over Cz and Pz electrodes in both steps compared with that for leftward gazing (Cz: step 1: $F_{1,37} = 369, P<0.01$; step 2: $F_{1,38} = 225.85, P<0.01$; Pz: step 1: $F_{1,37} = 311.22, P<0.01$; step 2: $F_{1,38} = 264.7, P<0.01$). Post hoc analyses using Bonferroni correction revealed interesting results with regard to the interaction between gaze cue and emotional cue. The results indicated that rightward gaze cue accompanied by happy face stimuli induced significantly greater N1-amplitude than that accompanied by neutral face image (Cz: step 1: $P<0.01$; step 2: $P<0.01$; Pz: step 1: $P<0.01$; step 2: $P<0.01$). However, post hoc analyses using Bonferroni correction showed this trend was reversed for leftward gaze. The leftward gaze cue accompanied by neutral face stimuli induced significantly greater N1-amplitude than that accompanied by happy face image (Cz: step 1: $P<0.01$; step 2: $P<0.01$; Pz: step 1: $P<0.01$; step 2: $P<0.01$) (Figure 5).

For the effect of validity in brain activity, the P3 component showed greater amplitude for invalid trials compared with that for valid trials. This phenomenon could be found at Cz and Pz electrodes for both steps (Cz: step 1: $F_{1,37} = $...
Discussion

Many previous studies explored facial expression and gaze cue as the parameters of nonverbal communication, but only a few of them had tried to study the interaction among these three parameters – emotional cue, gaze cue, and fasting. Fasting is believed by the practitioners to have an effect in their social communication.

The main objective of this study was to elucidate the effect of fasting and its interaction with facial expression and gaze cue in nonverbal communication by analyzing the ERP features. Unlike previous studies that used dynamic face as the dynamic faces as stimuli, we directly compared the

![Figure 2: The scalp topography at the peak of three components. Notes: (A) More activation of P1 component (115–145 ms) over parieto-occipital electrodes (O1 and O2). (B) More activation of N1 component (175–205 ms) over centroparietal electrodes (Cz and Pz electrodes). (C) More activation of P3 component (300–350 ms) over centroparietal electrodes (Cz and Pz electrodes).](https://www.dovepress.com/psychology-research-and-behavior-management)
emotional face image with neutral face image to elucidate the effect of emotional cue across the ERP components and behavioral data. By comparing the ERP components directly with regard to emotional cue, we were able to get new insights about the neural dynamics of emotional perception in non-verbal communication.

On the basis of the behavioral results, we infer that happy facial image stimuli helped the participants in selecting the target faster, indicated by the decrement of RT, compared with that of neutral facial image stimuli. This decrement in RT was indicated by the increment of P1-amplitude because of happy facial stimuli rather than that of neutral facial stimuli. This increment of P1-amplitude could be explained as a preprocessing of visual objects in extrastriate visual cortex. These findings suggest that the brain started to differentiate the facial emotion in extrastriate visual cortex prior to full recognition of the facial emotion. This differentiation of facial emotion might alert participants to respond quicker, which is indicated by the decrement of RT compared with that of neutral facial emotion. This result was the same as that in a previous behavioral study, which suggested that the integration of facial emotion and gaze direction under tensed condition was implicated to human behavioral output, either to approach or to avoid. Actually, close association between the emotional valence and the approach avoidance has been covered by the evidence that approach motivation is triggered by positive emotional stimulus and avoidance motivation is triggered by negative emotional inputs. The shifting from neutral state to happy facial stimuli (approached state) may cause to engage more and prior neural resource to biased attention.

Although the effect of emotional factor influenced the P1 component as an early processing feature, the effect of gaze factor did not elicit this component. Therefore, these results suggested that during social behavior with faster and individual dynamics, the facial emotion was more crucial as a decisive cue rather than the gaze direction. However, some previous studies suggested that the P1 component was affected by the gaze direction. The difference may happen because of the difference in experimental design, where the facial emotions without gaze cue were used as their stimuli.

The main effects of gaze cue as well as its interaction with emotional cue were significantly found in the N1 feature.
This finding suggested that under the processing of emotional content, the gaze cue was processed at the later stage after the processing of emotional cue. To be more detailed on the temporal dynamics of gazing and facial emotion processing, three temporal ERP stages were observed. The first stage, as well as the initial stage of early temporal visual processing, was represented by the greater P1-amplitude for happy facial image stimuli, and it indicated the priority of processing the emotional type during the emotional facial processing. This first-stage finding was in line with a previous study about serial processing of facial emotion.

The second stage, which is the interaction between gaze and emotional type, happened shortly after the first stage, indicated by the changing of N1-amplitude depending on the emotional cue and the gaze cue. The third stage, which was strongly related with the changing of P3-amplitude, indicated the interaction process between gaze cue and target position, where the P3-amplitude was greater if gaze cue and target position were incongruent rather than if they were congruent. These findings were in line with a previous ERP study in dynamic emotional cue-target paradigm, which described the facial emotion and gazed eye modulated orienting of attention through the independent temporal period of processing.

Specific to the interaction of emotional cue with gaze cue in N1-amplitude, the result observed one interesting phenomenon, where the rightward gaze cue would induce greater N1-amplitude if it was accompanied by happy facial image stimuli; however, for leftward gaze cue, a similar phenomenon happened if it was accompanied by neutral facial image stimuli but not if it was accompanied by happy facial image stimuli. This phenomenon could be explained with the lateralized theory of emotional processing, where emotional contents are processed at the right hemisphere of the brain. Leftward gaze cue would activate more the right hemisphere to process the attentional mechanism; therefore, emotional contents would engage more areas compared with that of neutral contents. As a consequence, the leftward gaze cue accompanied by neutral facial image stimuli would induce greater N1-amplitude than that if accompanied with happy facial image stimuli.

![Figure 5](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 5** The effect of interaction between emotional facial stimuli and gaze cue on the N1 component. Notes: The figure illustrates that the leftward gaze cue accompanied with neutral facial stimuli induced greater N1-amplitude than that accompanied with happy face image over centroparietal electrodes. This trend was reverse for rightward gaze. The rightward gaze cue accompanied with happy face image induced greater N1-amplitude than that accompanied with neutral facial stimuli over both electrodes. (A) Represented this trend over Cz electrode. (B) Illustrated the same trend over Pz electrode.

![Figure 6](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 6** The validity effect on the P3 component. Notes: The greater P3 component amplitude for invalid condition than valid condition: (A) over the Cz electrode. (B) over the Pz electrode.
Unlike lateralized theory, valence theory declared that positive emotional contents were processed in the left hemisphere of the brain.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\) Therefore, this phenomenon in N1-amplitude was more aligned with lateralized theory than with valence theory.

In combination of behavioral results and N1-amplitude values, this study found that fasting influenced RT, attention level, N1-amplitude, and arousal level. From the results, we observed that the value of N1-amplitude was greater during fasting than that during nonfasting. Furthermore, fasting decreased the RT, where participants tended to react slower than during nonfasting. For attention level, fasting tended to induce lower attention level compared with that during nonfasting. Arousal level was also lower during the fasting period than during the nonfasting period. This lower arousal level might be due to the effects of fatigue and tiredness during the fasting period. Previous studies also reported the decrement of N1-amplitude due to increase of tiredness, which might make the attention level lower than it should be.\(^7\)\(^8\) Similarly, previous studies also reported slower response from participants caused by increased tiredness.\(^9\)\(^10\)

Behavioral results indicated that mood level increased during the fasting period and indicated a correlation (\(r>0.8\)) with RT in response to emotional face image stimuli. This finding was aligned with the results from previous studies, which explored the effect of fasting in mood enhancement, where the positive stimuli enhanced the mood as well as attention level compared with that of neutral stimuli.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^6\) This effect was known as mood congruency effect.\(^5\)

Alteration of P3-amplitude with regard to gaze cue and target position indicated that congruency between target position and gaze cue made the RT shorter and decreased the P3-amplitude compared with that with incongruence. This decrease can be explained through contextual updating mechanisms, where faster reaction time happens because of human updated task-appropriate action to predict human future-expected event.\(^4\)\(^7\)

Three individual temporal stages were elucidated in this study. The first was the emotional type, followed by gaze cue and its interaction with emotional type (as the second stage), and lastly the interaction between target position and gaze cue (as the third stage). These stages indicated that the emotional type could be more important than gaze direction as social cue.

By using dynamic presentation of happy facial emotion as the representative of positive emotion, the results indicated that lateralized theory is more supported by the results compared with valence theory. ERP-functional magnetic resonance imaging studies may be appropriate for future research in order to elaborate more accurate spatial resolution of brain activities during fasting and its effect on nonverbal social communication.
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